ALWAYS, ABIGAIL
Nancy J. Cavanaugh

Discover Abigail's triumphant story of friendship told through heart-touching letters and lists

► Author’s debut, *This Journal Belongs to Ratchet*, received a *Kirkus* STARRED Review and a Florida Book Award gold medal
► A fresh spin on the epistolary novel, this story of friendship, self-discovery, and standing up to bullying is told through Abigail’s letters, notes, and lists
► Nancy Cavanaugh is a former teacher and current librarian who’s plugged in to the children’s book community

Abigail and her two best friends are poised for a life of pom-poms and popularity. But not only does Abigail end up in a different homeroom, she doesn’t make the squad. Then everyone’s least favorite teacher pairs Abigail up with the school’s biggest outcast, Gabby Marco, for a yearlong “Friendly Letter Assignment.” Abigail can hardly believe her bad luck. As her so-called best friends and potential for popularity seems to be slipping away, Abigail has to choose between the little bit of fame she has left or being a true friend.

“A book that is full of surprises… Triumphant enough to make readers cheer; touching enough to make them cry.”
—*Kirkus*, STARRED Review

*NANCY J. CAVANAUGH* has a B.S. in education and an M.A. in curriculum and instruction with multiple published works. She was a teacher for more than 15 years and currently works as a Library Media Specialist at an elementary school. Nancy lives in Tarpon Springs, Florida, with her husband and daughter. Visit Nancy at www.nancyjcavanaugh.com.
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